Supplementary Figure S1 . Figure S1 . The thickness of the blood vessel basement membrane was measured in ImageJ. Only blood vessels that were cut perpendicularly were measured. First, the outer edge of the endothelial cells and the inner edge of the astrocyte endfeet were delineated (yellow lines). Then, a double cross was centered over the blood vessel. Wherever the arms of the cross intersected the inner yellow line, the blood vessel basement membrane thickness was determined by measuring the closest distance between inner and outer borders of the basement membrane (red arrows). Eight measurements were taken and averaged. Then, the area between the yellow lines was measured in ImageJ. Pericyte processes between the endfeet and endothelial cells were also delineated using ImageJ (not shown).
Supplementary Figure S2 . Figure S2 . In some cases, we observed blood vessel branch points. These blood vessels were not used to calculate basement membrane thickness because in these cases outer and inner borders of the individual blood vessel were not clearly defined. However, around those blood vessels collagen fibers can be seen at various orientations. This high-power image shows collagen fibers in cross section (arrows) and in longitudinal orientation (arrowheads). At this magnification, the striped pattern of the longitudinal collagen fibers is visible. Scale bar, 500 nm.
Supplementary Figure S3 . Table S2 . Estimating the whole axon counts per nerve from the packing density is complicated by the large amount of astrocytes in the glial lamina. Since we were interested in changes in the axons in this study, we took high-magnification images of axon bundles. There are small interdigitating astrocyte processes between axon bundles and even individual axons (as shown in Figures 1&2) , however, there are of course also the astrocyte somata and large processes that emanate directly from the astrocyte soma, which can take up at least 30% of the area of the nerve. In addition,
there is a cushion of astrocyte processes around the whole circumference of the nerve, most prominently on the ventral side overlying the central retinal vein. These glial areas are part of the optic nerve, but they do not contain any axons. We therefore manually traced the astrocytes around the circumference in medium-power montages and the large astrocyte processes on one medium-power image (covering 1517 um 2 nerve area) to calculate the coverage by large glial processes. The small interdigitating processes were traced in each high-power image and calculated as a % of the area. Using these numbers, we estimated the axon count in each nerve (corrected axon count) and the lower and upper boundary of our estimates. For one of the nerves (Number 1) we verified this method by manually counting every axon in a reconstruction of the whole nerve from 2900x images. The axon count determined by this method (49,501) fell within the boundaries of the estimate for this nerve (40,280 to 54,955).
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